
The architectural model represents a particular mode of reflection. Oscillating between the abstract and the concrete, 
the model is a working tool for conceiving, developing, and communicating form and space as well as an exhibition 
object in its own right. Representing a tradition as real and influential as built architecture, the history of the architectural 
model spans from prophesy to documentation; invoking the possible, the unachievable, the typical, the utopian, the 
rejected, the permanent and the past.
Recently, models have attracted a lot of attention in the context of 21st century design approaches that rely on computer 
technologies and in research on Renaissance and 19th century themes. Our question is: what happened to models in 
the 20th century? Did they change character during the period identified with modernism and its legacy, when plaster 
signified a return to the past and the computer had not fully emerged as a design medium? 
We welcome papers that look at models in the context of the design process or the subsequent representation, 
explanation or exhibition of new architectural designs and ideas in this period. Models were used to introduce new 
ideas to the public throughout the century: earlier, at MoMA’s ”Modern Architecture – International Style” exhibition 
and later in the 1981 “Idea as Model” produced by New York’s IAUS. Were their uses of the model new or derivative of 
earlier practices? At a time when structure and materials were viewed as generators of architectural form, did architects 
adapt the engineer’s empirical approach to the model as a design tool? What role did models play in the identification 
of space and transparency as a constituent element of architecture? Did they address changing social practices? Other 
topics to consider are the materiality of models, an architect’s changing use of models; or the role of models in the 
conceptualization of architecture. We are interested in papers that address the issue thematically or with case studies.

The Architectural Model in the Age of its Mechanical Reproducibility
Davide Deriu — University of Westminster, U.K.
Following a prolonged decline in the nineteenth century, architectural model-making enjoyed a remarkable rise in 
popularity after World War I. This revival is often associated with the modernist turn towards new objectivity and the 
search for ever more effective means to communicate ideas in three dimensions. While the new architecture privileged 
‘the effect of volume’ over ‘the effect of mass’ - in Hitchcock and Johnson’s famous phrase - the possibility to examine 
a project in the round appealed widely to designers and clients alike. Hence the model was re-instated as a pervasive 
design tool, in professional practice as well as architectural education. However, this history is inseparable from 
another major development that shaped the field of architectural representation in the interwar period: the boom of 
the illustrated press. As photography aligned architecture increasingly with the culture of mass media, the model was 
widely disseminated as image through architectural books and magazines. Drawing on extensive research carried out 
at the Canadian Centre for Architecture, which led to the exhibition ‘Modernism in Miniature: Points of View’, this 
paper explores the peculiar space of representation that emerged from the encounter between photography and the 
architectural model during the 1920s and 1930s. In revisiting this widespread yet oft-neglected imagery, the paper 
contributes to a broader reappraisal of the model’s shifting character in the twentieth century.

Filming the Future: Moscow’s Living Model of 1938
Juliet Koss — Scripps College California, U.S.
Released in 1938 and removed from circulation by the censors almost immediately, Alexander Medvedkin’s film The 
New Moscow places urban design and construction at the heart of Soviet life. Showing architects looming over models 
for the Soviet capital, scenes filmed in Moscow’s newly built metro and on its newly constructed streets, and Muscovites 
experiencing the built environment in a state of constant flux, it tells the story of the design of a “living model of 
Moscow” that is presented to the Soviet public in the film’s final scene. Models – architectural, scientific, and conceptual 
– function as proposals for the shape and scope of later creations, and this one is no exception. Three years after 
the unveiling of the General Plan for the Reconstruction of Moscow, the “living model” (a combination of large-scale 
architectural model and film projection) showcases the construction of Moscow’s grand new buildings and boulevards 
to reveal a gleaming Soviet future.
Possible reasons for the censorship of The New Moscow abound. Subverting cultural mandates to celebrate architectural 
and urban construction, the film includes documentary footage of large-scale destruction, reveals characters’ confusion 
and nostalgia for the disappearing urban fabric, and overtly mocks Soviet construction propaganda. The “living model’ 
not only presents an urban ideal and a three-dimensional version of the future but also, incorporating the time-based 
art of film, renders literal the innate temporality of any model. When technological failure causes the model’s filmic 
component to play in reverse in the film’s final scene, massive edifices are seen to dissolve into traditional onion-domed 
churches, prompting guffaws form the on-screen Soviet audience. By poking fun at Soviet technology and challenging 
the futuristic temporality of the “living model,” The New Moscow ridicules Soviet construction ideals and, by extension, 
the model Soviet future.
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Architectural Models and Twentieth-Century Architectural Discourse – The Kunstbibliothek’s 
Collection in Berlin
María Ocón Fernández — Freie Universität Berlin, Germany
The architectural model is not generally regarded as part of an architectural work, but rather as an integral component of 
the design and construction process. As a tangible three-dimensional replica, it makes it easier to visualize a project. In 
his extensive 1982 essay, Ekhart Berckenhagen invokes this view of the architectural model and distinguishes between 
draft, ideal, and utopian model. He pays particular attention to the Kunstbibliothek’s collection in Berlin, which I will 
discuss in more detail below. 
Founded in 1973 following the acquisition of 22 draft models entered in the museum design competition for Berlin’s 
Tiergarten district (Kulturforum), in the interim the collection has grown significantly and is internationally renowned. 
The works it contains, in particular those from the twentieth century, are a basis for exploring the architectural model 
in its diverse forms and showing the utopian, the possible, and the rejected in the architecture of this period. The 
collection is home to both building and urban planning models by eminent architects for some of the last century’s most 
important projects. Its exhibits trace modernism and the period after modernism, also giving insights into the phases 
before and after the so called “Wende”, so characteristic for Germany. It is this overview that defines the character of the 
Kunstbibliothek’s collection of architectural models and makes it so unique. 
Models by architects including Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and, in particular, Erich Mendelsohn not only reflect the 
programmatic ideas of architectural modernism, but also reveal how these ideas were transferred and re-interpreted in 
countries such as the USA and Israel. The “conservative modernism” that was a focal point of discussions in the 1990s 
can also be shown with reference to Heinrich Tessenow’s models for Hellerau. Models for some of the most important 
architectural competitions in Berlin – for the new museum buildings in the Tiergarten district (Gutbrot, Sharon, Cetto) 
and the Museum Island (Grassi, Ghery, Chipperfield) – will provide the basis for a discussion of architectural and urban 
planning concepts before and after German reunification.  
In an analysis of the Kunstbibliothek’s collection, this paper will examine the various conceptualizations of the 
architectural model, focussing on its contribution to architectural discourse in the twentieth century.

This is Not a Model: Revisiting the Case of the Strada Novissima
Léa-Catherine Szacka — Bartlett School of Architecture, University College London, U.K.
During the postmodern era architectural drawings and models took on a new significance and became works of art in 
their own right as they entered more systematically museum collections and exhibition galleries. But what about the 
real-scale mock-up? Was their role different or similar to the reduced scale models in the last thirty years? 
In 1976, the New York IAUS organised ‘Idea as Model’, a show whose primary aim was to ‘test and then demonstrate’ that 
models ‘could well have an artistic or conceptual existence of their own.’ It was in some way Peter Eisenman’s response to 
Arthur Drexler’s Beaux-Arts exhibition, arguing that models could also represent ideas. Four years later, Paolo Portoghesi 
took things even further; commissioning twenty architects to design individual façades of self-representation in which 
they could play freely with form, language and colour. This was the seminal display of the ephemeral ensemble known 
as the Strada Novissima. The aim of this endeavour was to use the theatrical effect and the illusionary nature of real-scale 
models in order to make architecture less elite and to engage with the public in new ways. At the 1980 Venice Architecture 
Biennale - the very first architecture Biennale - models did not only precede the building, they surpassed it. 
This paper will analyse the Strada Novissima, gauging the significance of this particular apparatus in respect of the 
display of real or reduced scale models. It will also compare the Strada Novissima to other similar examples of ephemeral 
architecture such as the Serpentine Gallery pavilion series. Doing so, it will assess the nature of the idiosyncratic façades 
of the Strada Novissima. Were they architecture, image, surrogate or simulacrum? Were they conveying ideas or serving 
as testing grounds? In theory, the model is the building’s ultimate referent, but what if there is no building?

How Thomas met Aldo: the architectural model as a conceptual ‘locus’ in art and architecture 
of the 1980s
Stefaan Vervoort — Ghent University, Belgium
But today and then the question poses itself, what happens when everything has ended up lying on the floor? If there is 
a tabula rasa, what do you put on the empty table? Therefore the model tables. [...] They were more-or-less ‘proposals’ to 
set something on the table. - Thomas Schütte
There is something in the nature of urban artefacts that renders them very similar – and not only metaphorically – to a 
work of art. They are material constructions, but notwithstanding the material, something different: although they are 
conditioned, they also condition. - Aldo Rossi
As interdisciplinary exchange between art and architecture was widespread in the 1980s, the 1984 joint exhibition by 
artist Thomas Schütte and architect Aldo Rossi in Cologne’s Galerie Johnen und Schöttle was no exception. The show 
staged architectural models by sculptor and architect side by side, making little to no ostensible differentiation between 
the intentions and ideologies of their respective makers. Accordingly, the exposition fore fronted the architectural 
model not only as a common, but as a most exemplary object to the domains of art and architecture in the 1980s. 
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With sculpture semantically stretched to incorporate architecture in an ‘expanded field’, and architecture shirking its 
social liability to become increasingly autonomous, the model proved the ultimate common ground onto which both 
disciplines would converge.
In my essay, I will take the Schütte-Rossi exhibition as a starting point to discuss the status and meaning of the 
architectural model within the shifting domains of sculpture and architecture since the late 1970s. Although sculptural 
objects such as Schütte’s Studio I in den Bergen (1983-84) and architectural projects like Rossi’s Teatro del Mondo 
(1979) critically address different disciplines, they hereto similarly call on the cognitive and psychological reality of the 
architectural model.
Building on Aldo Rossi’s concept of the ‘locus’ – an imaginative site of architecture with a history and memory – I will 
discern the way in which Schütte and Rossi each idiosyncratically deployed the architectural model as a critical tool. 
While the proposal-like quality of the model combined a conceptual approach with a material phenomenon for the 
sculptor, surpassing both the unattainable dematerialisation of Concept art and the mute opacity of 1980s sculpture, 
the relative autonomy of the institutionalised model allowed the architect to develop a discursive social agenda, while 
not being corrupted by genuine contextual or worldly issues.
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